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Fig. 1: HydroBrake System integrated in impact block. 
 
 
 

 Crash pulse simulation on car and sled test facilities capable for up-
grade of existing facilities 

 Excellent accuracy of pulse reproduction and velocity plot 

 Fast test preparation through automatic adjustment 

 Comfortable user interface and easy programming 

 Fast modification of crash pulse by integrated software tool 

 Capable for duplex operation on car test facilities 

 High testing rate by short converting time 

 Maximum braking force 2 MN or 3.2 MN 

 Space and cost effective system 

 High performance and reliability 
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Introduction 
MESSRING has redesigned its well proven crash pulse simulation system. Since 1997 we upgrade car- and 
sled test facilities with HydroBrake systems. Our customers all around the globe are satisfied working with 
this reliable high performing system. Based on the experience of these customers we developed a system 
which is a cost effective alternative to any acceleration system available. With the HydroBrake you get a tool 
that enables you to simulate crash pulses that can not be realized by conventional systems in a nondestruc-
tive way. The special HydroBrake version of our proven CrashSoft®3 software provides the same unparal-
leled ease of handling you are used to, full compatibility with our existing hardware and software solutions, 
plus the reliability and speed of today’s computer-supported control systems. 

 

Technical Data 
Tests according to ECE, FMVSS, EEVC, IIHS, US-NCAP, Whiplash and  

Customer R&D tests 
Max. deceleration 110 G @ 500 kg payload and 2 MN 
 95 G @ 2.000 kg payload and 3.2 MN 
Max. speed 80 km/h 
Max. payload 3,000 kg 
Max jerk > 15 G/ms 
Max. braking distance 1.80 m 
Max. braking force 2.0 or 3.2 MN depending on model 
Accuracy  
Velocity  0.5 km/h 
Acceleration  1 G RMS (CFC60 Hz 0-30 G) 
Software CrashSoft3 – Workshop for HydroBrake 
Time between two simulations < 10 min 
Retrofitting time car / sled test < 1 h possible 
Sequence sled- / car test  < 5 min @ duplex operation 

 
 

 
Acceleration/time diagram Speed/time diagram 
Fig. 2: Test with 50 km/h and a total mass of 2.525 t 
 
The black line shows the desired crash pulse. 
The blue line shows the crash pulse expected by the computer simulation. 
The red line shows the crash pulse achieved by the HydroBrake in the sled test. 
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Operating Principle of the HydroBrake  
 

 

 
Fig. 3: Schematic side view 
 

 

1. Sled 

2. Brake wedge 

3. Bottom brake shoe 

4. Upper brake shoe 

5. Piston 

6. Primary volume 

7. Hydraulic cylinder 

8. Servo-hydraulic valve 

9. Expansion chamber 

 

The braking effect of the HydroBrake is achieved 
when the brake wedge enters the gap between the two 
brake shoes and moves the top brake shoe against the 
primary volume. The deceleration progress of the sled 
is defined by restricting the drain of the hydraulic oil 
from the primary volume into the expansion chamber. 
A computer aided control generates the control curves 
for the servo-hydraulic valve from the desired curves. 
Therefore a controlled pressure occurs during the brak-
ing procedure. This pressure is a measure for the brak-
ing force that determines the deceleration progress. 
 
  

Fig. 4: Whiplash test 

  

 

The servo-hydraulic valve and its PC control sim-
plifies the variation of the crash pulses in an ergo-
nomic way. 
 
At any time you can repeat completed test series 
and thus verify them by calling up their stored pa-
rameters. 

Fig. 5: The brake wedge during the braking process 
with a view of the upper brake shoe 
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Fig. 6:  Excellent repeatability in 10 tests with the 
 same valve setting.  
 I = max. deviation 

The HydroBrake is designed to have very low 
maintenance costs. So this is where the use of 
special materials pays off. 
The operating costs are also reduced due to the 
low setup times and easy software-supported 
operation. 
 
With the low acquisition costs for a simulator sys-
tem in this category, you can get an extremely cost-
efficient system that enhances your existing system 
and also saves you many cost-intensive real tests. 

Fig. 7: Test setup with dummy 

  

Fig. 8: Curve editor 

The wide variety of file import filters of 
the software makes it easy to import 
the desired deceleration curve to the 
simulation software. If no suitable 
curve data are available, you can also 
generate a curve easily using the 
curve editor. This software tool con-
tains many smoothing and filter func-
tions, which help you to generate a 
suitable curve for current testing re-
quirements. 
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If you already have a test facil-
ity that uses CrashSoft®3, the 
HydroBrake control software 
will fit in well as an integral 
component of the overall sys-
tem control and test prepara-
tion system. The setup of the 
drive and HydroBrake is semi-
automatic. Even the transfer of 
the acceleration data to the 
HydroBrake control and the 
servo-hydraulic valve, the test 
execution and the output of the 
actual deceleration picked up 
by a concurrent acceleration 
sensor are semiautomatic. 
 

 Fig. 9: Evaluation software 

 

Actual Customer Simulation Results Achieved with the HydroBrake 
 

Look at the test curves below and convince yourself of the good reproducibility of the simulation curves 
generated by the HydroBrake system (reproducibility refers here to the precision the preset deceleration 
curves can be simulated). We would also be happy to give you a demonstration of the HydroBrake at our 
own crash test facility.  
Just call or write us to set up your visit. 
 

 
Acceleration/time diagram Speed/time diagram 
Fig. 10: Whiplash Test with 15.9 km/h and a total mass of 2,750 kg 
 
The black line shows the desired crash pulse. 
The blue line shows the crash pulse expected by the computer simulation. 
The red line shows the crash pulse achieved by the HydroBrake in the sled test. 
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Acceleration/time diagram Speed/time diagram 
Fig. 11: Whiplash Test with 15.7 km/h and a total mass of 2,750 kg 

  

  
Acceleration/time diagram Speed/time diagram 
Fig. 12: Whiplash Test with 25,6 km/h and a total mass of 2,750 kg 

 

 

Acceleration/time diagram Speed/time diagram 
Fig. 13: Test with 50 km/h 
 
 
The black line shows the desired crash pulse. 
The blue line shows the crash pulse expected by the computer simulation. 
The red line shows the crash pulse achieved by the HydroBrake in the sled test. 
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Speed/time diagram Acceleration/time diagram 
Fig. 14: Test with 50 km/h and a total mass of 2.15t 
 

  

Acceleration/time diagram Speed/time diagram 
Fig. 15: Test with 58 km/h and a total mass of 1.84t 
 

  
 

Acceleration/time diagram Speed/time diagram 
Fig. 16: Test with 58 km/h and a total mass of 2.09t 

 

 

 
The black line shows the desired crash pulse. 
The blue line shows the crash pulse expected by the computer simulation. 
The red line shows the crash pulse achieved by the HydroBrake in the sled test. 
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Mounting Positions for the HydroBrake 
 

The mounting in front of the impact block is the simplest and most cost-efficient variant. This is the best solu-
tion for upgrading an existing car crash facility and can also be combined with a moveable impact block. This 
variant is recommended if a frequent change of car and sled testing is not planned. 

 

block sledwedge 

switch cabinet 

hydrobrake

hydraulic unit

sled test*car test 
* with assembling / 

disassembling
 

Fig. 17: Mounting position in front of the impact block (assembling time approx. 1 hour) 
 

Generally the mounting in the impact block is recommended only for new facilities. For car tests the section 
of the impact plate fills the gap between the two block parts. This mounting variant is favored if sled testing is 
the preference on the facility. 

 

switch cabinet 

hydrobrake

hydraulic unit 

block 

sled wedge 

block 

sled test*car test * no assembling needed
 

Fig. 18: Mounting position in impact block (assembling time approx. 5 minutes) 
 

With frequent change of sled and car tests, it is recommended to mount the HydroBrake on an extra founda-
tion at the end of the track. With this kind of installation, changing between car and sled testing can be per-
formed within a few minutes.  

 switch cabinet

hydrobrake

hydraulic unit

sled wedge block 

sled test*car test * no assembling needed 
 

Fig. 19: Mounting position on additional foundation at end of track (assembling time less than 5 minutes) 
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